A system for recognition and morphological classification of unknown German words is described. Given raw texts it outputs a list of the unknown nouns together with hypotheses about their possible stems and morphological class(es). The system exploits both global and local information as well as morphological properties and external linguistic knowledge sources. It learns and applies ending-guessing rules similar to the ones originally proposed for POS guessing. The paper presents the system design and implementation and discusses its performance by extensive evaluation. Similar ideas for ending-guessing rules have been applied to Bulgarian as well but the performance is worse due to the difficulties of noun recognition as well as to the highly inflexional morphology with numerous ambiguous endings.
Introduction
The recognition and relevant processing of unknown words is a primary problem for each Natural Language Processing (NLP) system. No matter how big lexicon it has, it always meets unknown wordforms in the real texts as new words are constantly added to the language. Linguistic phenomena such as derivation, compounding and inflection (to some extent), constantly generate new wordforms, new proper names appear and foreign words are adopted on a daily basis 1 . The majority of the current systems either use spell-checkers, lists of exceptions and gazetteers of proper names to support the recognition of strings that look like words but do not appear in the system's lexicons or rely on data-driven approaches in order to model the encountered phenomena and decide on the type and category of the new wordforms met in the text.
While the majority of the available systems for 1 Misspelled words as well as orthographic variants resulting from e.g. the recent reform of the German orthography are also "new words" for systems performing automatic text analysis.
automatic processing of unknown words aim at the recognition of the most probable Part Of Speech (POS) tag, our system called MorphoClass 2 tries to guess the morphological class of unknown words likely to be nouns in a certain text. It identifies the unknown German wordforms, "gathers" them into groups as candidates belonging to a single paradigm and attempts to propose both a suitable stem and a morphological class. To the best of our knowledge, MorphoClass is the only system that attempts to address these morphological issues. We define the stem as the common part shared by all inflected wordforms (up to valid alternations). Together with the morphological class it determines unambiguously all the wordforms that could be obtained through inflection of the same base paradigm. MorphoClass is as a kind of a tool for lexical acquisition: it identifies new wordforms in the raw text, derives some properties and performs morphological classification. It can be used as a tool for automatic dictionary extension with new words.
MorphoClass solves the "guessing" problem as a sequence of subtasks including:
• identification of unknown words (at present, limited to nouns only);
• recognition and grouping of the inflected forms of the same word (they share the same stem);
• compound splitting;
• morphological stem analysis;
• stem hypothesis generation for each group of inflected forms;
• ranking the list of hypotheses about the possible morphological class for each group of words. This is a several-stage process, which relies on:
• morphology -compound splitting, inflection, affixes;
• global context -wordforms collected from the whole input, word frequency statistics, ending-guessing rules etc.;
• local context -surrounding words: articles, prepositions, pronouns;
• external sources -especially designed lexicons, German grammar information etc. MorphoClass is not a POS guesser in the traditional sense. The purpose of the latter is to propose a hypothesis about the possible POS of an unknown word by observing its graphemic form in the particular local context and possibly in a lexicon. But MorphoClass is not restricted to the local context: it collects and considers all the word occurrences throughout the whole input, trying to identify groups of inflectional forms of the same word and to derive a hypothesis for the corresponding morphological class. MorphoClass as a kind of morphological class guesser might work after a POS tagger completes its tasks and tags the unknown nouns (but it can be run before the tagger as well and thus support its decisions). MorphoClass can also be used as a lemmatiser, since it outputs both the stem and the morphological class for each known word. At the same time MorphoClass is not a stemmer in the classic Information Retrieval (IR) sense since it does not conflate the derivational forms: e.g. generate and generator would be grouped together by most of the IR stemmers but not by MorphoClass.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 sketches related work. Section 3 presents the system resources and architecture. Section 4 discusses the MorphoClass ending-guessing rules in more detail. Section 5 presents the system at work. Section 6 contains the evaluation, and section 7 -further improvements by linear context consideration. Section 8 contains the conclusion and future work.
Related Work
We studied numerous relevant papers looking for insights that might be useful especially in the evaluation of MorphoClass. But, as we mentioned above, we are not aware of any other system that tries to guess the morphological class by observing the endings only (after collecting the relevant wordforms spread in the text) and without considering any word formation rules. Still, our approach is more or less related to and influenced by several classical NLP tasks, the nearest ones being morphological analysis and POS tagging. Below we list some related work putting the emphasis on German compounds splitting and guessing rules for POS recognition.
German morphology.
Finkler and Neumann use nary tries in the MORPHIX system (Finkler 88). (Adda-Decker & Adda 00) propose rules for morpheme boundary identification: after the occurrence of some sequences like The MorphoClass morphological classes have been designed for the DB-MAT system (DB/R/-MAT 92-98); we reduced the original 41 classes to 39, which are not sensitive to stress alternation. Each class contains 8 noun endings (see Table 1 ), which are to be augmented to the stem with possible alternations and other changes expressed by rules. For instance, the ending -s for Genetive Singular is augmented to stems from class m1 after adding a preceding -eand taking into account rule 1, which includes statements like: "when the basic nominative form ends by s/sch/x/chs/z/tz/… the vowel -e-is obligatory". A complete list of the morphological classes and rules is presented in (Nakov et al. 02).
Figure 1 sketches the sequence of tasks for the identification and morphological classification of unknown words but in what follows we will focus on the processing of unknown nouns only. The successful recognition of unknown nouns substantially depends on the fact that the German nouns are capitalised (so each capitalised word from the text is considered as either a noun, initial sentence word or named entity).
MorphoClass outputs one of the following three kinds of indications for each group of wordforms sharing a common stem:
• COMPOUND -successfully split using the available lexicon, so the morphological class of the last word in the compound is assigned; • ENDING RULE -an ending-guessing rule has been applied and the predicted class is assigned; • NO INFO -no decision was taken beyond the incompatible classes elimination. 
Ending-Guessing Rules
For the morphological class prediction we adopted an ending-guessing rules mechanism which has been originally proposed for POS guessing (Mikheev 97). We built 482 rules when running the rule induction against the SL and 1,789 rules when the SL entries were weighted according to their frequencies in a raw text (see Table 2 ). We considered all endings up to 7 characters long and met at least 10 times in a raw training text, provided that there were at least 3 characters remaining to the left, including at least one vowel. For each noun we extracted all possible suffixes (e.g. from Vater we obtain -r, -er and -ter) and for each ending -a list of the morphological classes it appeared with and their corresponding frequencies. It is intuitively clear that a good endingguessing rule would be: unambiguous (predicts a particular class without or with only few exceptions); frequent (must be based on a large number of occurrences); long (the longer the ending, the less the probability that it will appear by chance, and thus the better its prediction). Although the maximum likelihood estimation is a good predictor of the rule quality, it takes into account neither the rule length nor the rule frequency. So, following (Mikheev 97) we adopted the score:
-l is the ending length; -x is the number of successful rule guesses;
-n is the total number of training instances compatible with the rule; -p is a modified version of the maximum likelihood estimation p which ensures that neither p nor (1-p) could be zero;
is an estimation of the dispersion; Table 2 : The most confident ending-guessing rules (learned on the lexicon and weighted on a raw text).
We keep the rules whose score is above some threshold. Currently, we use 0.90 -a high level that guarantees we can rely on the rules' predictions. This makes the system conservative in a sense that no specific morphological class (out of the feasible ones for the target group of wordforms) is proposed unless MorphoClass is confident enough in the choice. If more texts are presented to the system it would possibly observe more wordforms of the target unknown noun and will rule out some of the possible classes. If we want a choice at any price, we can move the threshold down or allow ambiguous ending-guessing rules that predict more than one morphological class.
More on the ending-guessing rules, and a full list of the ones used, can be found in (Nakov et al. 02).
Examples
MorphoClass goes through the input text, collects unknown noun wordforms, groups them and attempts to generate a stem for each group, as shown in Table 3 . For each stem in column one it checks whether there exists a morphological class that could generate all the wordforms listed in column three. If at least one is found, MorphoClass accepts the current coverage as currently feasible. Otherwise the system tries to refine it in order to make it acceptable. It is possible that the same stem is generated by a set of words that could not be covered together as members of the same paradigm. At the first step we are not interested whether the stem is really the correct one but just in whether it is compatible with all the wordforms it covers taken together, i.e. whether there exists a morphological class that could generate them all. For instance, if there is only one unknown wordform of a certain paradigm, e.g. Tages, all possible stems will be generated: Tages, Tage and Tag. All the three stems are valid since they have been obtained by reversing legal declination rules only. Stem refinement is possible after collecting more wordforms occurrences from the same paradigm. Table 3 : Largest "coverage" stems, ordered by the number of word types "covered".
Stem # Wordforms covered
How to refine the Table 3 rows? An obvious (but not very wise) solution is just to reject any stem that seems to cover "contradicting" wordforms. But we are not willing to do so since we might lose a useful stem. For example, we do not have to reject the stem Spiel just because it is incompatible with the set of words shown in Table 3 . We have to decide that Spiel, Spiele, Spielen and Spiels are correct members of the Spiel-paradigm, while Spieler are Spielern are not and probably belong to a different one. The first group of wordforms -Spiel, Spiele, Spielen and Spiels might be generated from Spiel by four classes, two masculine and two neutrum (m1, m9, n20 and n25), while the second one -Spieler, Spielern -may be generated from Spiel by two classes, one masculine and one neutrum (m3a and n21, see Table 1 ). Thus, both groups are acceptable taken separately. The first group is bigger and therefore more likely to be correct. So we decide that the first four wordforms belong to the paradigm of Spiel. Applying ending-guessing rules, we will have to choose between four possible morphological classes (m1, m9, n20 and n25). For Spieler and Spielern MorphoClass will continue to explore other possible stems. If the two groups of wordforms had the same number of members, we would have taken the most likely morphological class, which appeared more frequently according to the statistics collected from the Morphy's lexicon and NEGRA. In the worst case MorphoClass will propose two candidates.
What is important is that we choose between the two groups. By doing so we presuppose that the stem Spiel has exactly one morphological class. In fact it is relatively rear for a noun to have more than one class: SL contains just 73 such stems out of 13,147. It is even more unlikely that a new unknown word will have more than one morphological class, and additionally that such a new word is used with two or more of these classes in the same text. So, we always look for one paradigm only, preferring the biggest set that a morphological class could cover. Table 4 is another illustration of the refinement algorithm. It lists the top unknown stems found in the NEGRA corpus ordered by the number of wordforms covered (and then alphabetically). Table 4 provides good examples for illustrating the interaction between the compound-splitting and endingguessing modules. Let us consider the 3 rd rawBildungsurlaub (educational holiday, study leave) which is a compound constructed by Bildung (study) and Urlaub (vacation, leave). The last noun Urlaub determines both the gender (masculine) and the morphological class of the whole compound. However, a plural form of this paradigm Bildungsurlaube (see the last raw of Table 4) covers the base form Laube (summer house), which is a feminine noun in German. The 3 rd raw as well as the last one include the form Bildungsurlauber (person who is in study leave) which does not belong to these paradigms.
How does MorphoClass deal with all these strings of letter? As a first step, it identifies the allowed compounds using the nouns available in the system's lexicons plus some knowledge about the correct construction of German compounds. In this case, it will face the stem Bildungsurlaub first, as is suggested by the 4 wordforms, and will find that Bildung as well as Urlaub are included in the lexicon, i.e. Bildung-s-urlaub is a valid compound which however does not generate Bildungsurlauber as a member of the same paradigm. At this moment Bildung-s-urlaub will be remembered as a compound and Bildungsurlauber will be kept as a single form that may belong to another paradigm (this case was considered above in Table 3 Table 4 : Unknown stems, ordered by the number of the covered word tokens.
Seeing Bildungsurlaube in the last raw of Table 4 MorphoClass will try to decompose it as Bildungsur-laube since Laube is in the lexicon too (but will not find Bildungsur-as a possible initial part for building a compound, moreover Laube has no form Lauber and thus the from Bildungsurlauber cannot be generated). If the decomposition Bildungsur-laube had been successful MorphoClass would had kept this stem with suggestion of another compound (again excluding Bildungsurlauber from the paradigm). But since the decomposition Bildungsur-laube fails, MorphoClass will consider the initial two forms at the last raw of Table 4 as belonging to the paradigm in the 3 rd raw, as Bildungsurlaub is once treated as a valid component. If Laube is not in the lexicon, MorphoClass will not consider the possibility of its existence. Now imagine that neither Bildung, Urlaub nor Laube were present in the lexicon. MorphoClass will try to apply ending-guessing rules to Bildungsurlaub at the 3 rd raw, will determine some morphological class and will exclude Bildungsurlauber from the paradigm as an impossible member (it will be considered separately later). Reaching the last raw, MorphoClass will not consider Bildungsurlaube as a possible stem, as it is already covered by a stem (namely Bildungsurlaub). In this way MorphoClass will not guess that Bildung, Urlaub, and Laube are possible base forms of German nouns.
Evaluation
The MorphoClass system has been manually evaluated over the following texts:
• Kafka: Erzählungen by Kafka, 3,510 word types, 13,793 word tokens; • Goethe 1: Die Wahlverwandtschaften by Goethe, 10,833 word types, 79,485 word tokens; • Goethe 2: Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre by Goethe, 17,252 word types, 194,266 word tokens (Goethe 2). These electronic versions contained no misspelled words but if there were, MorphoClass would consider them as unknown and would try to group them and propose possible stem(s). Table 5 contains detailed statistics of the kinds of wordforms found by manual investigation of the different texts, after MorphoClass had suggested stems for the unknown nouns. Note, that these categories are overlapping, so that a particular word token can belong to more than one of them. Table 5 : Kinds of wordforms -detailed statistics.
As we said above, MorphoClass considers some words as candidates for nouns (normally proper nouns and foreign words are included) and tries to decide what the corresponding inflectional class is. Sometimes the assignment is impossible (mostly when just one wordform is found) and the system indicates that there is no enough information of how to propose an inflectional class since neither the compound splitting nor the ending-guessing rules (with confidence above the threshold of 0.9) were applicable. This is a positive feature of MorphoClass since it avoids misleading decisions in the case of absent information. Table 6 summarises the MorphoClass reactions for the three testing data sets. We should emphasize that MorphoClass always produces a list of the feasible candidate classes but in the case of "no info" it does not prefer any of them.
The ending-guessing rules were applied only if the compound-splitting ones had failed. Not surpri- singly, the compound-splitting rules have coverage of more than 32%, which gives an idea of how often the compound nouns occur on German. Their precision is higher than 92% for all text types. A substantial amount of the remaining stems are covered by the ending-guessing rules. Table 6 shows that the ending-guessing rules are applied for more than 40% of the stems (45% on the average). Their precision in isolation was much lower (see the details below). It should be noted however, that MorphoClass has no dictionary of named entities and that its endingguessing rules were trained on the relatively small lexicon of Morphy where the nominalised verbs constitute a considerable part of the dictionary entries. Therefore, we do not pretend that the ending-guessing rules applied at present are based on representative statistics about the possible endings of the German nouns. All results should be considered as relative, according to the available resources. No doubt, a list of named entities and a better initial lexicon would influence considerably the results presented. The stems are split into the following categories: • SET: a set of classes is assigned instead of a single one.
• PART: a correct class is discovered but not all the correct ones; • WRONG: a single class is assigned but it is wrong; • YES: a single class is assigned and it is the only correct one; • SKIP: the stem has been excluded from the current manual evaluation (proper names, non-German nouns, non-nouns or wrong stem).
We define precision and coverage as follows: The coverage shows the proportion of the stems whose morphological class has been found, while the precision reveals how correct it was. A scaling is performed according to the proportion of possible classes guessed g to the total classes count: if a stem belongs to k (k > 2) classes and MorphoClass found g of them (it finds exactly one in case of endingguessing rule but in case of compound splitting or no rule applicable, it can find more) precision1 considers this as a failure (will add 0), precision2 counts it as a partial success (will add scaled_PART = g/k) and precision3 accepts it as a success (will add 1). Table 7 shows the results of the manual evaluation using the measures defined above. As we can see, the bigger the text the higher the precision but less the coverage. In addition, we considered two baselines. Baseline 1 always predicts class f16 since it is the most frequent one. Baseline 2 proposes the most frequent class but limited to the ones compatible with both the proposed stem and the wordform group. Tables 8.1 A more detailed evaluation has been performed on Erzählungen by Kafka. As Table 9 shows, the compound-splitting rules have a very high precision: 93.62% (no partial matching: all the rules considered predicted just one class even when more than one splitting was possible) and coverage of 43.12%. Ending-guessing rules have much lower precision: 56% for precision1 and 70% for precision3. This gives us an overall coverage of 88.99% and precision of 74.23% (precision 1), 76.08% (precision 2) and 81.44% (precision 3).
Note that the cascade algorithm is "unfair" since it does not give the ending-guessing rules an opportunity to be applied unless the compound-splitting rules had failed. That is why we performed a second run with compound-splitting rules disabled and obtained much higher coverage (76.15%) and precision (66.27%, 68.43%, 74.70%). Note also, that there are some short stems, so the ending-guessing rules might act as compound splitting. This explains why independent runs of ending-guessing rules (without cascade compound splitting) results in the significant improvement of the performance of the endingguessing rules. Table 9 : Detailed evaluation on Kafka. The coverage is higher than in Table 6 , since the "no info" column is split into SET, PART and SKIP.
Improvement by Linear Context
As described above, MorphoClass considers all successfully guessed morphological classes as equally likely. An additional module, which takes into account the immediate left noun context (defined as the two words immediately to the left) allows for a better choice between equal alternatives of morphological classes. Statistical observations are acquired from NEGRA. These are limited to the articles, prepositions and pronouns, which can be used as a left predictor of the gender, case and number of the particular noun token. For instance, according to the NEGRA corpus "eine" is most often followed by a feminine noun in accusative singular (see Table  10 ), so the MorphoClass hypotheses will be sorted in descending order according to the probability of the left contexts features. NEGRA allowed us to acquire applicable statistics about the left context of 75% of all nouns contained in it (about 6% of the nouns had no left context of the kind we require). Our investigation of the left context rules shows that:
• the morphological class predicted by the left context rules coincides with the gender of the three most likely classes proposded by MorphoClass in 60% of all cases; • the morphological class predicted by the left context rules is among the classes MorphoClass offers in 78% of all cases; • The cases when a lower probability is assigned to an assumed class due to left context refinement is 14%. In this way using the linear context improves the performance in about 14% of all guesses.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented some results concerning guessing morphological classes of unknown German nouns. Intuitively it is clear that 100% accuracy is impossible but the more wordforms we collect the better the guessing will be. An important feature of MorphoClass is that its performance can be incrementally improved by bootstrapping (remembering the new unknown wordforms belonging to the same paradigm) so the MorphoClass' success rate can be raised incrementally. Note that the wordforms are collected from the whole text (or from a set of texts) in a context-independent way. MorphoClass turns out to be a useful lexicon-acquisition tool for processing German texts. We tried to apply the same procedure for guessing the morphological classes of unknown nouns in Bulgarian. The result is much worse (success rate less than 50%) due to the very rich inflectional morphology of Bulgarian and the impossibility to distinguish the unknown nouns in raw texts. So the relatively high precision of MorphoClass substantially depends on the fact that nouns can be predicted in German text with much higher certainly.
Possible directions of MorphoClass development are to refine the ending-guessing rules (given a much bigger lexicon), to test its performance as a component integrated in a lexical-acquisition environment for German and to apply it for other languages with relatively compact and regular morphological classes and potentially for other parts of speech.
